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APPARATUS AND SYSTEM FOR AN 
EXPANDABLE TRAILER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 
[0002] This invention relates to trailers and more particu 
larly relates to expandable trailers. 
[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 
[0004] Trailers, Which generally include an axle assembly 
With Wheels and a tongue assembly for attaching the trailer 
to a vehicle, typically enable the vehicle to haul a load from 
one location to another. Many different types and siZes of 
trailers are currently available in the market to accommodate 
various siZes of loads. Heavier or larger loads typically 
require larger trailers. Similarly, transporting a smaller load 
can be easily accomplished With a compact trailer. In certain 
conditions, a user may need both a large trailer and a small 
trailer because the load siZe changes based on What is being 
hauled. 
[0005] For example, a user having one recreational vehicle 
(ATV) such as a 4-Wheeler may need only a small trailer to 
carry the ATV. Small ATV trailers typically carry a maxi 
mum of tWo ATVs. HoWever, if more people go on the trip 
and more than tWo ATVs are needed, the small ATV trailer 
is too small to transport all of the ATVs. Consequently, a 
separate trailer siZed for three to four ATVs is needed. 
Typically, a user is not able to buy and store tWo trailers of 
different siZes. Instead, the user may buy a larger trailer to 
accommodate the maximum number of ATVs. This larger 
trailer takes up a lot of room, is heavy and unWieldy, and 
more expensive to pull in situations Where only one or tWo 
ATVs are being toWed. 

[0006] In certain instances, storage space can be limited, 
creating a market for expandable and collapsible trailers. An 
expandable trailer enables the user to adjust the siZe of the 
trailer according to a current situation or load requirement. 
[0007] Both expandable trailers and collapsible trailers 
currently available, hoWever, have many shortcomings. Col 
lapsible and/ or foldable trailers can be dif?cult to reassemble 
and can be less reliable than non-collapsible trailers. Col 
lapsible trailers generally lack suf?cient structure to support 
heavy loads. The amount of Weight collapsible trailers can 
support as Well as the durability of the axle assembly are 
often compromised because major support members are 
omitted, or the support members are jointed or the like. 
[0008] Expandable trailers generally have a front, rear, or 
side extension that adds length or Width to the trailer frame. 
The additional length tends to offset the Weight balance of 
the trailer With respect to the axle assembly, making pulling 
the trailer in an expanded position dif?cult. In addition, the 
platform or deck of the trailer may be stacked or stepped to 
accommodate the trailer expansion. An uneven deck may 
cause further problems loading the trailer. 
[0009] From the foregoing discussion, it should be appar 
ent that a need exists for an apparatus and system for an 
expandable trailer that extends from both the front and the 
back of the trailer frame relative to the axle assembly. 
Bene?cially, the expandable trailer Would maintain a pro 
portionally greater front distance from the axle assembly 
than the rear distance to preserve a properly distributed 
load-bearing area. Bene?cially, such an apparatus and sys 
tem Would enable the trailer to be proportionally de?ned in 
a compact position as Well as in a plurality of extended 
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positions. Furthermore, the apparatus and system Would 
provide a continuous platform or deck for supporting a load. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0010] The present invention has been developed in 
response to the present state of the art, and in particular, in 
response to the problems and needs in the art that have not 
yet been fully solved by currently available trailers. Accord 
ingly, the present invention has been developed to provide 
an apparatus and system for an expandable trailer that 
overcomes many or all of the above-discussed shortcomings 
in the art. 
[0011] The apparatus, in one embodiment, is an expand 
able trailer that lengthens from a compact position to one of 
a plurality of extended positions. The trailer may comprise 
an axle assembly to mount a plurality of Wheels, a frame 
having a front and a back, and an extension mechanism 
con?gured to lengthen the frame from a compact position to 
one of a plurality of extended positions, such that the front 
extends a front distance from the axle assembly and the back 
extends a rear distance from the axle assembly. The exten 
sion mechanism further maintains a proportionally greater 
front distance than the rear distance. As a result, the expand 
able trailer provides a properly distributed load-bearing area, 
With respect to the axle assembly, in the compact position as 
Well as the various extended positions. 
[0012] In one embodiment, the front distance is betWeen 
about 50 to about 80 percent of a total frame length from the 
front to the back, and the rear distance is betWeen about 20 
to about 50 percent of the total frame length. In one 
embodiment, the trailer includes one or more securing 
mechanisms to selectively secure the frame in the compact 
position or one of the extended positions. In addition, the 
trailer may comprise one or more supports. The support may 
be con?gured to engage the frame and support a load. In 
certain embodiments, the support includes a connector to 
engage a corresponding connector of a second support to 
form a continuous platform, such as a deck. 
[0013] In certain embodiments, the trailer includes a link 
age to proportionally extend and retract the front and the 
back of the trailer. The linkage may be a hydraulic cylinder, 
a pneumatic cylinder, a rack and pinion, a screW or threaded 
rod, a pulley system, or the like. In one embodiment, the 
frame may comprise the linkage in order to maintain a 
proportionally greater front distance than rear distance. 
[0014] In one embodiment, the linkage comprises a plu 
rality of rack and pinion assemblies connected by one or 
more gears. In such an embodiment, a ?rst extension 
alloWed by a front rack and pinion is proportionally greater 
than a second extension alloWed by a rear rack and pinion. 
The linkage may include a manual operation mechanism to 
manually extend and retract the front and the back of the 
trailer in certain embodiments. Alternatively, a motor may 
be operatively coupled to the linkage. 
[0015] The frame of the trailer may comprise a base 
member, a front member, and a rear member in one embodi 
ment. The extension mechanism may be con?gured to 
extend the front member and the rear member from the base 
member. In one embodiment, the frame comprises an inner 
channel and an outer channel con?gured to telescopically 
engage each other. In addition, the frame may further 
comprise a bracket and one or more roller supports disposed 
along the outer channel to facilitate extending the front and 
the back of the trailer. 
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[0016] A system of the present invention is also presented 
for an expandable trailer. In particular, the system, in one 
embodiment, includes an expandable trailer comprising an 
axle assembly to mount a plurality of Wheels, a frame having 
a front and a back, and an extension mechanism con?gured 
to lengthen the frame from a compact position to one of a 
plurality of extended positions; a linkage con?gured to 
proportionally extend and retract the front and the back; and 
one or more supports con?gured to engage the frame and 
support a load. 
[0017] The supports may be proportionally siZed to deter 
mine a total frame length from the front to the back such that 
the front distance is betWeen about 50 to about 80 percent of 
the total frame length and the rear distance is betWeen about 
20 to about 50 percent of the total frame length. In one 
embodiment, a ?rst support is connected to the frame 
forming a front platform and a second support is connected 
to the frame forming a rear platform. Extending the frame 
creates an opening betWeen the front platform and the rear 
platform for receiving one or more additional supports. 
[0018] The system may further include a front platform 
connected to the frame betWeen the front and the axle 
assembly and a rear platform connected to the frame 
betWeen the axle assembly and the back. The front platform 
and rear platform are ?xed in relation to the axle assembly 
such that activation of the extension mechanism extends the 
frame to create a ?rst opening betWeen the front and the 
front platform and a second opening betWeen the back and 
the rear platform. The ?rst opening and second opening are 
siZed to receive and secure one or more additional supports. 

[0019] The system may further include one or more 
attachable side rails con?gured to engage the frame. The 
attachable side rails may enhance the trailer in an extended 
position. The system may further comprise a storage com 
partment disposed on the frame for storing the one or more 
supports during transport. The storage compartment may 
also store the attachable side rails in certain embodiments. 
[0020] Reference throughout this speci?cation to features, 
advantages, or similar language does not imply that all of the 
features and advantages that may be realiZed With the 
present invention should be or are in any single embodiment 
of the invention. Rather, language referring to the features 
and advantages is understood to mean that a speci?c feature, 
advantage, or characteristic described in connection With an 
embodiment is included in at least one embodiment of the 
present invention. Thus, discussion of the features and 
advantages, and similar language, throughout this speci? 
cation may, but do not necessarily, refer to the same embodi 
ment. 

[0021] Furthermore, the described features, advantages, 
and characteristics of the invention may be combined in any 
suitable manner in one or more embodiments. One skilled in 
the relevant art Will recogniZe that the invention may be 
practiced Without one or more of the speci?c features or 
advantages of a particular embodiment. In other instances, 
additional features and advantages may be recogniZed in 
certain embodiments that may not be present in all embodi 
ments of the invention. 

[0022] The present invention provides an expandable 
trailer that extends both a front distance and a rear distance 
relative to the axle assembly. Bene?cially, the expandable 
trailer maintains a proportionally greater front distance than 
the rear distance. These features and advantages of the 
present invention Will become more fully apparent from the 
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folloWing description and appended claims, or may be 
learned by the practice of the invention as set forth herein 
after. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0023] In order that the advantages of the invention Will be 
readily understood, a more particular description of the 
invention brie?y described above Will be rendered by ref 
erence to speci?c embodiments that are illustrated in the 
appended draWings. Understanding that these draWings 
depict only typical embodiments of the invention and are not 
therefore to be considered to be limiting of its scope, the 
invention Will be described and explained With additional 
speci?city and detail through the use of the accompanying 
draWings, in Which: 
[0024] FIG. 1 is a side vieW illustrating one embodiment 
of an expandable trailer in a compact position in accordance 
With the present invention; 
[0025] FIG. 2 is a side vieW illustrating the expandable 
trailer of FIG. 1 in an extended position in accordance With 
the present invention; 
[0026] FIG. 3 is a side vieW illustrating the expandable 
trailer of FIG. 1 in another extended position in accordance 
With the present invention; 
[0027] FIG. 4 is a plan vieW illustrating the expandable 
trailer of FIG. 1 in a compact position in accordance With the 
present invention; 
[0028] FIG. 5 is a plan vieW illustrating the expandable 
trailer of FIG. 1 in an extended position in accordance With 
the present invention; 
[0029] FIG. 6 is a plan vieW illustrating the expandable 
trailer of FIG. 1 in another extended position in accordance 
With the present invention; 
[0030] FIG. 7A is a cross-sectional vieW of one embodi 
ment of a roller support bracket in accordance With the 
present invention; 
[0031] FIG. 7B is a cross-sectional vieW of one embodi 
ment of a roller support bracket engaging an inner channel 
and an outer channel in accordance With the present inven 

tion; 
[0032] FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional side vieW of the roller 
support bracket of FIG. 7A; 
[0033] FIG. 9 is a plan vieW of one embodiment ofa front 
member of a trailer frame in accordance With the present 
invention; 
[0034] FIG. 10 is a side vieW of the front member of FIG. 
9; 
[0035] FIG. 11 is a cross-sectional vieW of one embodi 
ment of an attachable side rail secured to an extended tube 
in accordance With the present invention; 
[0036] FIG. 12 is a plan vieW of one embodiment of a rear 
member of a trailer frame in accordance With the present 
invention; 
[0037] FIG. 13 is a side vieW of the rear member of FIG. 
12; 
[0038] FIG. 14 is a cross-sectional vieW illustrating one 
embodiment of a side rail attached to an outer tube in 
accordance With the present invention; 
[0039] FIG. 15 is a plan vieW illustrating one embodiment 
of a frame With an extension mechanism in accordance With 

the present invention; 
[0040] FIG. 16 is a plan vieW of one embodiment of a 
frame With a threaded rod in accordance With the present 
invention; 
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[0041] FIG. 17 is a cross-sectional side vieW of the frame 
of FIG. 16 in a compact position in accordance With the 
present invention; 
[0042] FIG. 18 is a cross-sectional side vieW of the front 
member of the frame of FIG. 16 in an extended position in 
accordance With the present invention; 
[0043] FIG. 19 is a plan vieW of one embodiment ofa pair 
of rack and pinion assemblies con?gured to proportionally 
extend the front and the back of a trailer in accordance With 
the present invention; 
[0044] FIG. 20 is a side vieW of one embodiment of the 
rack and pinion assemblies of FIG. 19 in accordance With 
the present invention; 
[0045] FIG. 21 is a side vieW of one embodiment of a 
plurality of supports in accordance With the present inven 
tion; and 
[0046] FIG. 22 is a plan vieW of one embodiment of an 
expandable trailer extended to receive one or more supports 
in accordance With the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0047] Reference throughout this speci?cation to “one 
embodiment,” “an embodiment,” or similar language means 
that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described 
in connection With the embodiment is included in at least 
one embodiment of the present invention. Thus, appearances 
of the phrases “in one embodiment,” “in an embodiment,” 
and similar language throughout this speci?cation may, but 
do not necessarily, all refer to the same embodiment. 
[0048] Furthermore, the described features, structures, or 
characteristics of the invention may be combined in any 
suitable manner in one or more embodiments. In the fol 
loWing description, numerous speci?c details are provided 
to give a thorough understanding of embodiments of the 
invention. One skilled in the relevant art Will recogniZe, 
hoWever, that the invention may be practiced Without one or 
more of the speci?c details, or With other methods, compo 
nents, materials, and so forth. In other instances, Well-knoWn 
structures, materials, or operations are not shoWn or 
described in detail to avoid obscuring aspects of the inven 
tion. 
[0049] FIGS. 1-3 illustrate a side vieW of one embodiment 
of an expandable trailer 100 of the present invention. FIG. 
1 illustrates the trailer 100 in a compact position 101. FIGS. 
2-3 illustrate the trailer 100 in expanded positions 200, 300 
respectively. The trailer 100, as depicted, includes an axle 
assembly 102 With Wheels 104, a frame 106, a tongue 108, 
a storage compartment 110, side rails 112, a front 114, and 
a back 116. The expandable trailer 100 is preferably con 
?gured to lengthen from the front 114 and from the back 116 
such that a front distance 118 from the front 114 to the axle 
assembly 102 extends proportional to a rear distance 120 
from the axle assembly 102 to the back 116. A total frame 
length 121 extends from the front 114 to the back 116 of the 
frame 106. The axle assembly 102 may remain in a ?xed 
position as the front 114 and back 116 of the trailer 100 are 
extended. In other Words, the axle assembly 102 does not 
move forWard With the front 114 or backWard With the back 
116. 
[0050] The total area of the frame 106 constitutes the 
load-bearing area in certain embodiments. In a preferred 
embodiment, the front distance 118 is proportionally greater 
than the rear distance 120 to preserve a properly distributed 
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load-bearing area. A properly distributed load-bearing area 
is one in Which more load-bearing area is in front of the axle 
assembly 102 than behind the axle assembly 102. 
[0051] The axle assembly 102 includes an axle and a 
plurality of Wheels 104 as is knoWn in the art. In certain 
embodiments, the axle assembly 102 comprises tWo or more 
axles. The axle assembly 102 differentiates the front distance 
118 and the rear distance 120 of the trailer 100 in select 
embodiments. The front distance 118 and the rear distance 
120 may or may not be measured from the same axle of the 
axle assembly 102. 
[0052] The front distance 118 and the rear distance 120 
determine the load distribution of the load-bearing area 
above the frame, particularly in an embodiment With a single 
axle 102 as illustrated. In one embodiment, a preferred 
distribution ratio may be about tWo-thirds of the Weight in 
front of the axle assembly 102 and about one-third of the 
Weight behind the axle assembly 102. Those of skill in that 
art Will recogniZe that the siZe of the load-bearing area in 
front of the axle assembly 102 and behind the axle assembly 
102 is directly related to the amount of Weight that can be 
carried in these areas. This direct relationship is even more 
evident When similar items such as ATVs are being hauled. 
[0053] The tongue 108 of the trailer 100 is generally 
attached to the front 114 of the frame 106 as is knoWn in the 
art and facilitates attaching the trailer 100 to a vehicle. In 
addition, the tongue 108 may extend With the frame 106 as 
illustrated in FIGS. 2-3. In one embodiment, the propor 
tional expansion of the frame 106 for the front distance 118 
and the rear distance 120 maintains approximately ten to 
about tWenty-?ve percent of the total Weight of the trailer 
100 on the tongue 108 When the load is evenly distributed 
across the load-bearing area. 

[0054] The side rails 112 may be connected to the frame 
106 as is knoWn in the art. In certain embodiments, the side 
rails 112 are attachable and/or removable and may be 
attached to an extension 201 of the frame 106. In one 
embodiment, the side rails 112 telescopically extend to 
provide side rails 112 for the extensions 201. In a further 
embodiment, the side rails 112 facilitate determining a 
proportional expansion of the frame 106. For example, a 
side rail 112 may be siZed to an extension 201 distance such 
that extending the frame 106 a length of the side rail 112 
preserves the desired ratio of the front distance 118 to the 
rear distance 120. In yet another embodiment, the side rails 
112 are integrated into or coupled to the supports (See FIG. 
21). One or more supports may be secured to the frame 106 
to support a load. 

[0055] In certain embodiments, the trailer 100 includes a 
storage compartment 110 for storing accessories (not shoWn) 
during transport, particularly accessories to facilitate expan 
sion of the trailer 100. For example, the storage compart 
ment 110 may contain removable supports to support a load 
on the trailer 100. In addition, the storage compartment 110 
may store attachable side rails 112. In certain embodiments, 
the accessories enhance the extensions 201 of the frame 106. 
For example, the supports and the attachable side rails 112 
may be attached to the extension 201 of the frame 106 to 
provide a continuous platform, or deck, and side rails 112 for 
the trailer 100. The storage compartment 110 may be dis 
posed on the frame 106 and may be located beneath the 
frame 106 in certain embodiments. 
[0056] FIG. 2 illustrates one embodiment of the trailer 100 
in a ?rst extended position 200. The frame 106 enables the 
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front 114 and the back 116 to extend a controlled distance 
from the axle assembly 102 as illustrated. In the depicted 
embodiment, the front dextension 201a and the back exten 
sion 20119 of the trailer 100 include removable side rails 112 
that attach to the extended portions of the frame 106. In 
certain embodiments, removable supports engage the frame 
106 to form a platform over the extensions 201a-b. In an 
alternative embodiment, one or more supports are ?xed to 
the frame 106 to form a platform and extend With the frame 
106. In one embodiment, When the trailer frame 106 is 
extended, a front platform extends With the front 114 of the 
frame 106 and a back platform extends With the back 116 of 
the frame 106, creating an opening betWeen the front and the 
back platform, Which is illustrated in FIG. 22. 
[0057] FIG. 3 illustrates the trailer 100 in a second 
extended position 300. Both the back 116 and the front 114 
of the frame 106 are fully extended. In the extended posi 
tions 200, 300, the front distance 118 is about 50 to about 80 
percent of the total frame length 121, While the correspond 
ing rear distance 120 is about 20 to about 50 percent of the 
total frame length 121. Proportionally extending the front 
114 and the back 116 enables the trailer 100 to maintain a 
proper load-bearing siZe distribution such that the load 
places a proper percentage of the Weight toWard the front 
114 and a proper percentage of Weight toWard the back 116 
of the trailer 100. Consequently, the platform and/or the 
frame 106 of the trailer 100 remain properly proportioned in 
a plurality of extended positions 200, 300 and in the compact 
position 101. 
[0058] Furthermore, additional supports and attachable or 
extendable side rails 112 may be added to the front and rear 
extensions 201 a-b. The extended trailer 100 illustrated in 
FIG. 3 provides substantially the same quality, durability, 
and support as the compact trailer 100 illustrated in FIG. 1. 
Maintaining a proportional extension of the frame 106 
enables the same trailer 100 to haul a larger load Without 
causing Weight imbalances, thereby eliminating the need for 
multiple trailers 100. 
[0059] FIG. 4 illustrates a plan vieW of one embodiment of 
the frame 106 of the trailer 100 in a compact position 101 in 
accordance With the present invention. The depicted frame 
106 may be similar to the frame 106 illustrated in FIGS. 1-3 
and may include a front member 412, a rear member 414, 
and a base member 416. An extension mechanism 400 is 
con?gured to lengthen the frame from a compact position 
101 to an extended position 200, 300. Those of skill in the 
art Will recogniZe that the extension mechanism 400 may be 
a linkage, a mechanically driven device, a frame member, 
and/or the like and is not limited to the illustrated embodi 
ment. 

[0060] The frame 106 commonly supports a platform (not 
shoWn) or deck of the trailer 100 as is knoWn in the art. The 
frame 106 of the present invention, hoWever, extends from 
the front 114 and from the back 116 as discussed above to 
lengthen the total frame length 121 to multiple extended 
positions 200, 300. To support extension of the frame 106, 
the trailer 100 includes one or more extension mechanisms 
400 to lengthen the frame 106 from a compact position 101. 
The extension mechanism 400 further maintains a propor 
tionally greater front distance 118a than the rear distance 
120a. 

[0061] In the depicted embodiment, the extension mecha 
nism 400 comprises a plurality of outer tubes 402 for 
receiving a corresponding inner tube (See FIG. 7A) of the 
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front and rear members 412, 414. The front member 412 and 
the rear member 414 may be con?gured to extend telescopi 
cally from the outer tubes 402. In one embodiment, the outer 
tubes 402 are comprised of metal and are Welded together in 
pairs as illustrated. The outer tubes 402 may further be ?xed 
to the base member 416 and may comprise the base member 
416 in certain embodiments. In addition, one or more 
connecting members 403 may connect the outer tubes 402. 
[0062] Those of skill in the art Will recogniZe that the 
present invention is not limited to embodiments that use 
outer tubes 402 and inner tubes 708. Speci?cally, those of 
skill in the art Will recogniZe that certain members of the 
present invention are interchangeable With other structural 
members in the art Which Will serve substantially the same 
purpose as the outer tubes 402 and inner tubes 708 
described. For example, embodiments of the present inven 
tion may include channels, I-Beams, C-Channels, U-Chan 
nels, angled iron or aluminum or the like used in place of 
outer tubes 402 and inner tubes 708. 
[0063] The base member 416 may be ?xed to the axle 
assembly 102 (See FIG. 1) to provide stability to the trailer 
100. In certain embodiments, the front member 412 and the 
rear member 414 extend from the base member 416. The 
base member 416 may further support additional frame 
members (not shoWn), a motor (not shoWn), linkages, or 
other mechanisms that provide structure or functionality to 
the trailer 100. Those of skill in the art Will recogniZe that the 
base 416 may support many different types of structures and 
extension mechanisms 400 and is not limited to the illus 
trated embodiments. 
[0064] To facilitate extension, the extension mechanism 
400 may include one or more brackets 404 and roller 
supports, Which Will be described in greater detail With 
relation to FIGS. 7A-8. The brackets 404 may be disposed 
along the outer tubes 402 and may be positioned near an 
extension opening 406 to support the front and rear members 
412, 414 during extension. 
[0065] To secure the front and rear members 412, 414, the 
frame 106 and/or extension mechanism 400 may include one 
or more securing mechanisms 408. The securing mechanism 
408 enables the frame 106 to be selectively secured in the 
compact position 101 or in multiple extended positions 200, 
300. In the depicted embodiment, pins 408 prevent the front 
and rear members 412, 414 from sliding out of the outer 
tubes 402. 
[0066] The extension mechanism 400, in one embodi 
ment, is con?gured such that inserting a pin 408 through 
designated holes maintains a proper proportional expansion 
distance of the front and rear members 412, 414. In the 
depicted embodiment, a plurality of holes are strategically 
positioned in the front and rear members 412, 414 as Well as 
in the outer tubes 402 for receiving the pins 408. The hole 
positions prevent the front and rear members 412, 414 of the 
frame 106 from being expanded and secured in dispropor 
tionate extended positions. 
[0067] Other securing mechanisms 408 may be suitable 
for securing the expandable frame 106 of the trailer 100. 
Preferably, the securing mechanisms 408 are con?gured to 
selectively secure and release the expandable frame 106 as 
desired by a user. Clamps, locks, pins With cotter pins, 
fasteners, and the like may serve as securing mechanisms 
408 to secure the frame 106. 

[0068] Given by Way of example, the total frame length 
12111 maybe about eight feet long in certain embodiments in 
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the compact position 101. Accordingly, the front distance 
118a may be about four feet to about six feet long, or about 
?fty percent to about eighty percent of the total frame length 
121. The rear distance 120a may be about tWo feet to about 
four feet, or about tWenty percent to about ?fty percent of the 
total frame length 121. The extension distances 118b-c, 
120b-c are illustrated by Way of example only in FIGS. 5-6 
as Well. The Width 410 of the trailer 100 may be about seven 
feet. 

[0069] In select embodiments, the frame 106 may be 
con?gured to double in siZe such that the length 1210 of the 
frame 106 in a fully extended position 300 is tWice the 
length 12111 of the frame 106 in the compact position 101. 
For example, a frame 106 measuring about tWelve feet long 
in the compact position 101 may expand to a length of about 
tWenty-four feet in the extended position 300. Those of skill 
in the art Will recogniZe that the trailer 100 may expand to 
a plurality of lengths 121 and expanded positions 200, 300 
and is not, therefore, limited to the illustrated embodiments. 
[0070] FIGS. 5-6 illustrate one embodiment of the frame 
106 of the trailer 100 in the extended position 200 and 
extended position 300 respectively. The extension mecha 
nism 400 may facilitate extending the front member 412 and 
the rear member 414 from the base member 416. The front 
member 412 may comprise one or more inner tubes 502a-c 
or channels in certain embodiments. Similarly, the rear 
member 414 may comprise one or more inner tubes 504a-c. 
The inner tubes 502, 504 may telescopically extend from the 
openings 406 of the outer tubes 402 in certain embodiments. 
In the depicted embodiment, the extension mechanism 400 
and/or the base member 416 remains ?xed relative to the 
axle assembly (indicated by dashed line 506). As a result, the 
front 114 is able to extend a front distance 1118b that is 
proportionally greater than the rear distance 1201). 
[0071] In one embodiment, the frame 106 extends in a 
manner similar to a leaved table con?gured to receive 
additional leaves in the central area of the table. The base 
member 416 and/or extension mechanism 400 may support 
the front member 412 and the rear member 414, Which 
subsequently slide parallel to each other to extend the deck 
and/or support platform. The support structure, such as the 
axle assembly 102 and/or the base member 416, remains in 
its original position. 
[0072] One or more supports (illustrated in FIGS. 21-23) 
may engage the frame 106 to form a platform or deck for 
supporting a load. The platform may be continuous to form 
a solid deck or the platform may have gaps, openings, or the 
like. In one embodiment, the supports are added to the 
extensions 201 to extend an existing deck after the front 
member 412 and rear member 414 are extended. The sup 
ports may then be subsequently removed and the front 
member 412 and rear member 414 moved toWard the frame 
106 to transition the trailer 100 to the compact position 101. 
Alternatively, the supports may be added near the axle 
assembly 102, near line 506, as described beloW. 

[0073] Referring still to FIGS. 5-6, in one embodiment, 
the trailer 100 includes a front platform (illustrated in FIGS. 
22-23 and not in FIGS. 5-6 for clarity) connected to the 
frame 106 betWeen the front 114 and the axle assembly 
(indicated by dashed line 506) and a rear platform (illus 
trated in FIGS. 22-23) connected to the frame 106 betWeen 
the axle assembly 506 and the back 116. The front platform 
and rear platform are ?xed in relation to the axle assembly 
506 such that activation of the extension mechanism 400 
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extends the frame 106 to create a ?rst opening 201a betWeen 
the front 114 and the front platform and a second opening 
2011) between the back 116 and the rear platform. The ?rst 
opening 201a and second opening 201!) are siZed to receive 
and secure one or more additional supports. 

[0074] The front member 412, rear member 414, and base 
member 416 are made from aluminum in one embodiment 
for strength and light Weight. Alternatively, the frame 106 
and its members may be made from metal, Wood, steel, 
plastic, or any material that is suitable for supporting a load. 
[0075] Given by Way of example, the total length 12119 of 
the frame 106 in an intermediate extension position 200 may 
be about tWelve feet. The front distance 1181) may be about 
six to about nine feet, or about ?fty to about eighty percent 
of the total frame length 121b, and the rear distance 1201) 
may be about three to about six feet, or about tWenty to about 
?fty percent of the total frame length 12119. 
[0076] FIG. 6 illustrates one embodiment of the frame 106 
of the trailer 100 in a fully extended position 300. The 
extension mechanism 400 maintains a proportionally greater 
front distance 1180 than the rear distance 1200. Given by 
Way of example, the total frame length 1210 may be 
extended to about sixteen feet. The front distance 1180 may 
be about eight to about tWelve feet, or about ?fty to about 
eighty percent of the total frame length 1210, and the rear 
distance 1200 may be about four to about eight feet, or about 
tWenty to about ?fty percent of the total frame length 1210. 
The extension mechanism 400 provides support for the 
extension position 300 in certain embodiments. 
[0077] FIG. 7A illustrates a cross-sectional vieW of one 
embodiment of a bracket 404. The bracket 404, in the 
depicted embodiment, includes U-shaped end brackets 702, 
roller supports 704, and fasteners 706. The end brackets 702 
are secured to opposite sides of the outer tube 402 of the 
extension mechanism 400 in one embodiment. Each end 
bracket 702 mounts one or more cam folloWers 704 that 

contact an inner tube 708, such as the inner tubes 502a-c, 
504a-c of the front and rear members 412, 414 illustrated in 
FIGS. 5-6. 

[0078] The cam folloWers 704 provide a roller support to 
facilitate transitioning the inner tube 708 Within the outer 
tube 402. The transition may expand the trailer 100 from the 
compact position 101 to one of the extended positions 
200,300. Those of skill in the art Will recogniZe a variety of 
substitutes for the cam folloWers 704 including rollers, 
bearings, Wheels, lubricant, and the like. 
[0079] In the depicted embodiment, the cam folloWers 704 
support the inner tube 708. A ?ange 710 aligns the inner tube 
708 With the cam folloWers 704. The outer tube 402 may 
include one or more openings 712 for the cam folloWers 704 
to protrude through the opening 712 to contact the inner tube 
708. In the depicted embodiment, the U-shaped end brackets 
702 may provide su?icient support for steel inner 708 and 
outer 402 tubes. 

[0080] In an alternative embodiment, the bracket 404 may 
comprise a single continuous band (not shoWn) of material 
that surrounds the outer surface of the outer tube 402. The 
band may support the roller supports 704 and fasteners 706. 
The band may provide reinforcement for the opening 406 
and for the outer tube 402. Reinforcements may be particu 
larly bene?cial in an embodiment Where the tubes 402,708 
are made of aluminum. Aluminum provides a light Weight 
frame 106 that can be easily transitioned from a compact 
position 101 to an extended position 200, 300. Aluminum 
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may also be desirable in an embodiment that requires 
manual strength to transition the frame 106. 
[0081] FIG. 7B illustrates a cross-sectional vieW of an 
alternative embodiment of a bracket 404 With a roller 
support 704. The bracket 404 facilitates transitioning of an 
outer channel 720 and an inner channel 722 that telescopi 
cally engage each other. The inner channel 722 may be 
retained in place by a cross member 724 or the like. The 
cross member 724 may connect to each side of the outer 
channel 720 or may comprise a pin, bolt or other fastener 
that connects each side of the outer channel 720. 

[0082] The cam folloWers 704 may be disposed along the 
outer channel 720 to facilitate extending the inner channel 
722. In certain embodiments, extending the inner channel 
722 extends the front 114 or the back 116 of the trailer 100. 
In a further embodiment, the extension mechanism 400 
controls the extension distance of the inner channel 722. For 
example, a securing mechanism 408 (See FIG. 4), such as 
spring loaded pins (not shoWn) or the like may engage the 
inner channel 722 to selectively enable the inner channel 
722 to extend a speci?ed distance from the outer channel 
720. Those of skill in the art Will recogniZe that multiple 
forms of brackets 404, roller supports 704, channels 720, 
722 or other forms of extensions mechanisms 400 may be 
used to expand the frame 106 of the trailer 100. 
[0083] FIG. 8 illustrates a cross-sectional side vieW of the 
bracket 404 of FIG. 7A. The inner tube 708 is supported by 
the ?anged cam folloWer 704 and transitions Within the outer 
tube 402. Roller supports 704 may be particularly advanta 
geous to facilitate extending telescoping front and rear 
members 412, 414. In one embodiment, the user manually 
extends the front and rear members 412, 414. The user may 
disengage the securing mechanism 408 and pull the front 
and/or rear member 412, 414 until a desired extension 
position 200, 300 is reached. The roller supports 704 enable 
the user to easily extend the front 114 and the back 116 of 
the trailer 100. In certain embodiments, the front and rear 
member 412, 414 are linked to extend simultaneously. In an 
alternative embodiment, the user must individually extend 
the front and rear members 412, 414. 
[0084] FIGS. 9-10 illustrate a plan vieW and a side vieW, 
respectively, of one embodiment of a front member 412. The 
front member 412 may be connected to the tongue 108 of the 
trailer 100 and enables extension of the front 114 of the 
trailer 100. In one embodiment, the front member 412 
comprises a plurality of tubes 502a-c or channels that 
correspond to outer tubes 402 of the extension mechanism 
400. 

[0085] The tubes 502a-c may extend from a connecting 
tube 902 that connects to one end of the tubes 502a-c. The 
tubes 502a-c may be Welded or otherWise fastened to the 
tube 902. In one embodiment, the connecting tube 902 
comprises the front 114 of the trailer 100. A central tube 
502b may be slightly off-centered from the tongue 108 to 
align With an outer tube 402d of the extension mechanism 
400 (See FIG. 4). Side tubes 502a, 5020 may include holes 
904 for receiving a securing mechanism 408 or pin 408 as 
discussed above. The holes 904 may be spaced to enable the 
front member 412 to expand proportionally to a rear member 
414. In the depicted embodiment, the holes 904 may be 
grouped according to an extension position 101, 200, 300. 
[0086] For example, in the compact position 101, the holes 
904a and holes 9040 may be aligned With holes in the outer 
tubes 402 and holes in the tubes 504a-c (See FIGS. 5-6) of 
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the rear member 414. The pins 408 secured through the holes 
904 may secure both tubes 502a-c and tubes 504a-c. In the 
extended position 200, the tubes 502a-c may be partially 
extended and the holes 9041) may be aligned and secured to 
the outer tube 402. In the extended position 300, the front 
member 412 may be fully extended and the holes 9040 may 
be aligned With holes in the outer tube 402 (Which may be 
located near the front of the extension mechanism 400 about 
Where pins 40811 are illustrated in FIG. 4 in certain embodi 

ments). 
[0087] In certain embodiments, the holes 904 have dual 
functionality to facilitate securing the frame 106 in multiple 
extended positions 200, 300, and to fasten side rails 112 to 
the extensions 201. 
[0088] In select embodiments, a support or platform may 
be attached to the tubes 502a-c of the front member 412. As 
a result, the platform may transition With the front member 
412 When the trailer 100 is expanded. In one embodiment, 
the front member 412 includes additional holes 906 to 
enable the support to be fastened to the front member 412 
With a bolt and nut or other such fastener. In certain 
embodiments, the outer tube 402 may be con?gured or 
shaped to accommodate the fastener or the like. 
[0089] FIG. 11 illustrates one embodiment of a side rail 
112 secured to a tube 502, 504 With pins 408. The holes 904 
may be strategically spaced to demarcate a suitable exten 
sion distance that maintains a proportional expansion. In 
addition, the holes 904 in the tube 502, 504 may be used to 
facilitate attaching a side rail 112 in the extended positions 
200, 300, as a portion of the tubes 502, 504 are exposed 
When extended. 
[0090] The side rail 112 may include a vertical member 
1106 and a plurality of horizontal members 1108, Which may 
also be made of aluminum in certain embodiments. The side 
rails 112 may be mounted to the extended tube 502, 504 With 
a mounting ?ange 1110. Consequently, the side rails 112 and 
the support 1104 may be easily removed by extracting the 
pins 408. In certain embodiments, a support member 1103 
and/or a platform 1104 is connected to the side rail 112. 

[0091] The pins 408 are secured With clips 1102, nuts, or 
the like. FIG. 11 further illustrates one embodiment of a 
support 1104 disposed on top of the tube 502, 504. The 
support 1104 may comprise a support member 1103 secured 
to a platform 1105. The support member 1103 may position 
the platform 1105 such that the platform 1105 is level With 
a platform ?xed to the extension mechanism 400 in certain 
embodiments. In one embodiment, the support member 
1103 is about as thick as the outer tube 402 and is made of 
aluminum. The platform 1105 may comprise marine grade 
plyWood. Of course, the support 1104 may be comprised of 
a variety of materials. 
[0092] FIGS. 12-13 illustrate a plan vieW and a side vieW, 
respectively, of one embodiment of a rear member 414. The 
rear member 414 enables extension of the back 116 of the 
frame 106 in certain embodiments and may be similar to the 
front member 412. 
[0093] The rear member 414 in the depicted embodiment 
comprises a plurality of tubes 504a-c or channels that 
correspond to outer tubes 402 of the extension mechanism 
400. In addition, the tubes 504 may extend from a connect 
ing tube 1202 that connects the extended tubes 504 at one 
end. The ends 1204 of the connecting tube 1202 may extend 
beyond the tubes 504a, 5040 to cover the ends of the outer 
tubes 402 of the extension mechanism 400 in a compact 
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position 101. The connecting tube 1202 comprises the back 
116 of the frame 106 in certain embodiments. 

[0094] The holes 904 similarly may enable the rear mem 
ber 414 to be secured With pins 408 as illustrated in FIG. 4. 
Furthermore, the holes 904 may be strategically spaced to 
enable the trailer 100 to expand proportionally as discussed 
above. The holes 904 in the tubes 504 of the rear member 
414 may be spaced closer together than the holes 904 in the 
front member 414. The strategic spacing of the holes 904 
enables the rear member 414 to extend a set distance that 
proportionally corresponds to the extension of the front 
member 414. In addition, the holes 904 may facilitate 
attaching side rails 112 to the extensions 201. 

[0095] The holes 904 may be grouped to enable the holes 
904 to correspond to holes (referring to pins 408 in FIG. 4) 
in the extension mechanism 400 and in the front member 
412. In one embodiment, the holes 904a, 904d are aligned 
With the holes in the outer tubes 402 in the compact position 
101. In the extended position 200, the holes 9041) are aligned 
With the holes 4081) of the outer tubes 402, and in the 
extended position 300, the holes 9040 are aligned With holes 
4081). Consequently, the holes 904 align With holes in the 
outer tubes 402, yet enable the rear member 414 to extend 
a distance proportional to the extension distance of the front 
member 412. 

[0096] FIG. 14 illustrates a cross-sectional vieW of one 
embodiment of the outer tube 402 ?xed to a side rail 112 and 
a support 1104. In certain embodiments, the side rail 112 
may be attached directly to the outer tube 402. In addition, 
the support 1104 similarly may contact the outer tube 402 
directly. The support 1104 may align With additional sup 
ports 1104 that are added to the extensions 101 of the trailer 
100. 

[0097] FIG. 15 illustrates an alternative embodiment of a 
trailer frame 1500 having an extension mechanism 1502 in 
accordance With the present invention. The frame 1500 as 
depicted includes a front member 1504, a rear member 1506, 
and a base member 1508, Which may each comprise ?at 
metal plates in certain embodiments. The base member 1508 
may be ?xed to the axle assembly 102. 

[0098] The extension mechanism 1502 may comprise 
holes 1510, similar to holes 904, for securing the front and 
rear members 1504, 1506 to the base member 1508. The 
holes 1510 may be strategically spaced to alloW the user to 
adjust the extension of the front and rear members 1504, 
1506. The holes 1510a in the front member 1504 may be 
spaced apart a distance 1512 that is greater than the distance 
1514 betWeen the holes 1510b of the rear member 1506. As 
a result, the front and rear members 1504, 1506 may be 
proportionally extended such that the front distance 118 is 
proportionally greater than the rear distance 120. 
[0099] The extension mechanism 1502 in certain embodi 
ments further comprises one or more linkages con?gured to 
proportionally extend and retract the front 114 and the back 
116 of the frame 1500. The linkage may comprise a manual 
operation mechanism in certain embodiments. Alternatively 
or in addition, the linkage may be operatively coupled to a 
motor. In select embodiments, the linkage 1402 extends and 
retracts both the front member 1504 and the rear member 
1506 simultaneously. Alternatively, the linkage may extend 
only one of the front member 1504 and the rear member 
1506. Given by Way of example, the linkage may comprise 
a hydraulic cylinder, a pneumatic cylinder, a rack and 
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pinion, a screW or threaded rod, a pulley system, an electric 
cable drive expansion system, a hand crank expansion 
mechanism, and the like. 
[0100] FIG. 16 illustrates one embodiment of a frame 106 
With a linkage 1600. The linkage 1600 comprises a threaded 
rod 1602 con?gured to extend and retract the front member 
412. The threaded rod 1602 may be driven by a motor or by 
a manual operation mechanism such as a hand crank 1604. 
In the depicted embodiment, the threaded rod 1602 is 
secured to the base member 416 and extends through the 
interior of the inner tube 502!) of the front member 412. 
[0101] FIGS. 17-18 illustrate a cross-sectional side vieW 
of the frame 106 and the linkage 1600 of FIG. 16. FIG. 17 
illustrates the frame 106 in a compact position 101. In the 
depicted embodiment, the threaded rod 1602 is internally 
secured near the back end of the outer tube 402 With a 
mounting bracket 1702. The threaded rod 1602 passes 
through the interior of the outer tube 402 and the inner tube 
502. 
[0102] FIG. 18 illustrates the frame 106 in an extended 
position 300. The threaded rod 1602 drives a corresponding 
threaded member 1802, Which may be secured Within the 
inner tube 502 to telescopically extend the front member 
412. Similarly, a threaded rod 1602 may be used to retract 
the rear member 414. 

[0103] FIG. 19 illustrates another embodiment of an 
extension mechanism 400 With a linkage 1900. The linkage 
1900 as illustrated comprises a pair of racks 1902 and 
corresponding pinions 1903 connected by a gear 1904, 
forming a pair of rack and pinion assemblies of 1905. The 
gear 1904 may be driven by a motor 1906 in certain 
embodiments. Alternatively, the gear 1904 may be turned by 
manual force applied to the rack and pinion assemblies 
1905. 

[0104] In one embodiment, the rack 1902a is disposed 
Within a tube 502 of the front member 412 on the top interior 
surface, and the rack 1902b is disposed Within a tube 504 of 
the rear member 414 on the bottom interior surface. The siZe 
of the pinions 1903 may be con?gured to regulate the 
distance the tubes 502, 504 extend from the outer tubes 402 
When the teeth of the pinions 1903 mesh With the racks 1902. 
[0105] FIG. 20 illustrates in greater detail a side vieW of 
the rack and pinion assemblies 1905 of FIG. 19. The front 
assembly 1905a may be coupled to the front member 412 
and con?gured to extend and retract the front 114 of the 
trailer 100. The rear assembly 1905b may be coupled to the 
rear member 414 and con?gured to extend and retract the 
back 116 of the trailer 100. The ratio of the front rack 1902a 
and pinion 1903a compared to the back rack 1902b and 
pinion 1903b may be con?gured such that the extension 
alloWed by the front rack 1902a and pinion 1903a is 
proportionally greater than the extension alloWed by the 
back rack 1902b and pinion 1903b. As a result, the trailer 
100 maintains a front distance 118 that is proportionally 
greater than the rear distance 120. 
[0106] FIG. 21 illustrates one embodiment of supports 
2100 that engage the frame 106 and support a load. The 
supports 2100 as depicted comprise a platform 2102, sup 
port members 2104, connectors 2106, and a side rail 112. 
The supports 2100 may be siZed to facilitate the proportional 
expansion of the frame 106. The length of the support 2100 
or the length of a combination of supports 2100 may 
correspond to the desired expansion 201 distance of the 
frame 106 in certain embodiments. Alternatively or in addi 
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tion, the supports 2100 may be added between a front 
platform and a back platform (See FIG. 22) that are pro 
portionally sized. 
[0107] The support members 2104, in certain embodi 
ments, engage the frame 106 of the trailer 100 to secure the 
platform 2102 to the frame 106. In one embodiment, the 
frame 106 comprises multiple openings to receive the sup 
port member 2104. In an alternative embodiment, the sup 
port members 2104 rest on top of the frame 106. In certain 
embodiments, the support members 2104 further enable a 
support 2100 placed on an extended tube 502, 504 or 
channel to be evenly aligned With existing supports 2100. 
The connectors 2106, Which may comprise a female receptor 
and a corresponding male insert, enable the supports 2100 to 
engage one another. The female receptors and the male 
inserts may engage each other in a friction ?t or securing 
pins may be used. 
[0108] In certain embodiments, the supports 2100 function 
similar to table leaves that expand a leaved table. The 
connectors 2106 of the supports 2100 may engage a corre 
sponding connector 2106 of a second support 2100 to form 
a continuous platform 2102 or deck of the trailer 100. In 
certain embodiments, adding supports enable the trailer 100 
to have a continuous platform 2102 in both the compact 101 
and expanded positions 200,300. Engaging additional sup 
ports 2100 expands the length of the deck, While bene?cially 
maintaining an even load surface. 

[0109] In certain embodiments, the supports 2100 com 
prise a platform 2102 made of marine plyWood. Alterna 
tively, the supports 2100 may be solid and may be made 
from Wood, plastic, metal, etc. In select embodiments, the 
platform 2102 maybe perforated and/or meshed. Those of 
skill in the art Will recogniZe that the supports 2100 and its 
corresponding components may take on a variety of forms 
and that the present invention is not limited to the illustrated 
embodiments. 

[0110] FIG. 22 illustrates one embodiment of an expand 
able trailer 100 With a split deck 2200 in accordance With the 
present invention. In the depicted embodiment, the trailer 
100 includes a ?rst support 2100a forming a front platform 
and a second support 2100b forming a rear platform. The 
supports 2100 may be removable or ?xed to the frame 106. 
In addition, the supports 2100 may move With the expanding 
frame 106 to create an opening 2202 in the deck 2200. In one 
embodiment, the ?rst support 2100a is fastened to the front 
member 412, and the second support 2100b is fastened to the 
rear member 414. 

[0111] The front platform 2100a may be proportionally 
siZed to maintain a front distance 118 that is proportionally 
greater than the rear distance 120. Similarly, the rear plat 
form 2100b may be siZed to maintain a proportional expan 
sion of the trailer 100. 

[0112] The opening 2202 and/or frame 106 may be con 
?gured to receive additional supports 2100c (illustrated in 
dashed lines) Within the opening 2202. Alternatively, the 
opening 2202 may remain uncovered. In one embodiment, 
adding additional supports 21000 or inserts facilitate deter 
mining a proportional expansion. In one embodiment, the 
extension mechanism comprises the proportionally siZed 
Widths of the front platform 2100a, rear platform 2100b, and 
additional supports 21000. In such an embodiment, the 
frame 106 may extend and retract using conventional 
extendable devices. 
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[0113] Alternatively, the front platform 2100a, rear plat 
form 2100b, and additional supports 21000 or inserts may 
have an uniform Width. For example, the Width may be tWo 
feet. Consequently, in a compact position the trailer mea 
sures four feet in length 121. Proportional extension of the 
front relative to the back may be controlled by the extension 
mechanism 400. To essentially double the length of the 
trailer 100, a user extends the front and the rear and inserts 
tWo additional supports 2100c each of a tWo foot Width. The 
extension mechanism 400 ensures that the front extends 
proportionally more than the rear. The user then secures the 
front and rear in the neW extended positions and the trailer 
100 noW has a length 121 of substantially tWice the original 
length, the neW length is eight feet. 
[0114] FIG. 23 illustrates a plan vieW of one embodiment 
of a continuous platform 2300. The continuous platform 
2300 comprises a ?rst support 2100a forming a front plat 
form, a second support 2100b forming a rear platform, and 
an additional support 2100c inserted betWeen the ?rst sup 
port 2100a and the second support 2100b. The support 
2100c may include one or more connectors 2106 that engage 

a corresponding connector 2106 of the other supports 2100a, 
2100b. The supports 2100 may facilitate maintaining a 
proportionally greater front distance 118 than the rear dis 
tance 120. 

[0115] The present invention may be embodied in other 
speci?c forms Without departing from its spirit or essential 
characteristics. The described embodiments are to be con 
sidered in all respects only as illustrative and not restrictive. 
The scope of the invention is, therefore, indicated by the 
appended claims rather than by the foregoing description. 
All changes Which come Within the meaning and range of 
equivalency of the claims are to be embraced Within their 
scope. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An expandable trailer comprising: 
an axle assembly con?gured to mount a plurality of 

Wheels; 
a frame having a front and a back; and 
an extension mechanism con?gured to lengthen the frame 

from a compact position to one of a plurality of 
extended positions, such that the front extends a front 
distance from the axle assembly and the back extends 
a rear distance from the axle assembly, the extension 
mechanism maintaining a proportionally greater front 
distance than the rear distance. 

2. The trailer of claim 1, Wherein the front distance is 
betWeen about 50 to about 80 percent of a total frame length 
from the front to the back and the rear distance is betWeen 
about 20 to about 50 percent of the total frame length. 

3. The trailer of claim 1, further comprising one or more 
supports, each support con?gured to engage the frame and 
support a load. 

4. The trailer of claim 1, further comprising a securing 
mechanism con?gured to selectively secure the frame in one 
of the compact position and one of the extended positions. 

5. The trailer of claim 1, further comprising a linkage 
con?gured to proportionally extend and retract the front and 
the back. 

6. The trailer of claim 5, Wherein the linkage is selected 
from the group consisting of a hydraulic cylinder, a pneu 
matic cylinder, a rack and pinion, a threaded rod, and a 
pulley system. 




